Simon Says Stamp Gnome In a Globe
Technique: Dye cutting/Embossing

Level: Beginner/Intermediate
TIME: 30 minutes
STAMPS:

None
INKS:
Copic Markers
Gnome’s nose E31, RV11
ACCESSORIES:
Die Cutting Machine
SSS - Lil Gnome Wafer Die
SSS - Harmony Snowflakes die
SSS - Sprinkle Snow globe
Embossing Folder
Foam Squares
Bearly Art Glue
Paper Trimmer
SSS – Reverse Love Peach Joy
printed sentiments

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Hammermill #100 White
4-1/4 x 11 – score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base.
Pattern Paper
4 x 5-1/4 – card front.
I used Simple Stories Vintage North Pole paper that came in a Simon Says Stamp Card kit in December
2020 – but it looks like it’s no longer available.
Vellum
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – emboss and cut out Snow globe
SSS – Glitter White
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – die cut snowflakes
Pattern Paper Scraps
for hat and body of gnome, and bottom of snow globe
White scraps
base of gnome, beard, and base of snow globe

DIRECTIONS:

1. Place a piece or vellum inside the embossing folder and run it through the die cutting
machine.
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2. trim around it.
3. Place a piece of white cardstock bit enough to emboss just the bottom portion of the globe
inside the folder and emboss it again.
4. Repeat a third time with pattern paper that matches what you used on the gnome.
5. Trim out the white piece leaving the entire base intact and glue it to the back of the vellum as
the base.
6. Trim the patterned paper piece so you have just the front bottom section and glue that to the
front of the globe.
7. I used pattern paper from a previous Simon Card Kit called Simple Stories Vintage North
Pole. I love the pale blue and red combo for Christmas as you may have noticed from
previous cards, haha.
8. Die cut the pieces for the gnome and glue them down to a white base.
9. Color his nose with Copics: E31 and RV11.
10. Attach the nose with a glue dot so it’s slightly raised
11. Attach the gnome to the front of the Globe with foam squares
12. Die cut the Harmony Snowflakes from Simon Says Stamp Glitter White card stock and glue
them on the front of the globe, cutting off the overhang
13. Attach a piece of 4 x 5-1/4 pattern paper to the front of a top folding white A2 card base.
14. Use Foam Squares to attach the globe to the front of the card.
15. TIP - you can see foam squares through Vellum, so place them strategically behind the
gnome, the snowflakes, and the base.
16. Finally, add a small sentiment from the Simon Says stamp Reverse Love, Peace, Joy
preprinted sentiments.
Hope you enjoyed today’s card and here are the supplies I used. Affiliate links used where possible at no
cost to you.
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